NOZZLES

Aerospace Polymer Nozzle - Part# 2851
Standard Clamp Band - Part# 1173

Flexible Nozzle Assembly - Part# 3345
Various lengths available. Ideal for rough terrain.

Gyratory Atomizing Nozzle - Part# 2547
(Safety guard removed for clarity)

ALUMINUM NOZZLES

Optional aluminum nozzles will not connect to the standard Aerospace Polymer Nozzle (Part# 2851). Requires: Two 45° elbow segments (Part# 1171) and two additional clamp bands (Part# 1173).

12” Nozzle Extension - Part# 1468
15” Nozzle Extension - Part# 1842
20” Nozzle Extension - Part# 1845

10” Round Nozzle - Part# 1417
12” Round Nozzle - Part# 1172
Improves air velocity with lower horsepower and hydraulic blower units

10” Rectangular Nozzle - Part# 1469
19” Rectangular Nozzle - Part# 1425
5.5”x15” opening - extra length/more concentrated air flow. Uses - heavy wet debris, plugs, top dressing. No ground clearance in the vertical down position.

Fishtail Nozzle - Part# 1743
5”x30” (wide angle) opening. Distributes a large volume of air at a lower velocity over a wide area. Easily converts blower into a “Greens Fan”. Adaptable to all models. Not as effective at moving debris.

1” HYDRAULIC HOSES

Part# 3922
For hydraulic machines with flow rates over 25gmp. Quantity needed: 2

FORK POCKET

Part# 3994
Great for moving blowers around job sites and bed mount / skid mount applications.

ROTATION BEARING KIT

Part# 3838
Increases rotation speed and reduces load on rotation motor.

WARNING:
Cancer & Reproductive Harm - www.P65Warnings.ca.gov